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9.0 Method of Testing

i) Visual and Dimensional Check
The unit shall be checked visually for all dimensions as per approved design and drawing. General workmanship
should be good; all the components properly secured and sharp edges shall be rounded off. Check the rnarking'and
quality ofthc workmanship visually. Check the rating and make of electronic I electrical items." ~
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l ii) lChecki'llg of docu ments of purchase of LED
t, ,,/.I' Check Document of purchase of LED lamps of approved sources viz. NlCHlA / OS RAM I CREE / SEOUL '/

PHILIPS LUM1LEDS/LEDNIUM / AVAGO. .

iii) Resistance to humidity test
This is carried out by suspending the painted panels in corrosion chamber maintained at 100% RH and temperature
cycle of 42 to 48 deg. C for 7 days and examining it for any sign of deterioration and corrosion of metal surface.

iv) Insulation resistance test
The insulation resistance of the unit between earth and current carrying parts shorted together shall not be less than
2 M Ohms when measured with 500V megger.
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v) HV test
Immediately after insulation resistance test, an AC voltage of 1.72 KV rrns (1500 + 2x rated voltage) of sine wave
form of 50 Hz shall be applied for one minute between the live parts and frame. There shall not be any kind of
break down, flashover or tripping of supply. . •

. vi) Over voltage protection
The luminaire shall withstand at 300V AC for two minutes,

, vii) Surge protection "
It shall withstand a surge of 1.5 KV ± 3% fOI~50 microsecond ± 20 % at the input terminals for all types. (Tests
shall comply with Clause 5.4 of latest lEe 60571-1).

viii) Reverse polarity
The luminaire shall withstand polarity reversal. It shall be operated with reverse voltage for 5 minutes at maximum
value of voltage range. At the end of this period, the supply shall be made correct polarity ancl luminaire shall
operate in a normal way.

ix) Temperature rise test
Temperature rise test shall be conducted at l80V AC for outdoor lighting and 100VAC for indoor lighting with full
load. The temperature rise shall be recorded by temperature detectors -mounted at the specified reference points on
the body of semiconductors, capacitors and other components as agreed between purchaser and manufacturer.The
maximum-recorded temperature under worst conditions shall be corrected to 55°C and compared with maximum
permissible temperature (for power devices at junction). Under loading conditions as.specified above, the corrected
temperature of the power devices shall have a safety margin of minimum lO°C.Temperature at junction shall not
exceed 100°C when corrected to 55°C. The Luminaire shall also be subjected for short time rating after continuous
loading to ensure the temperature rise is within the permissible limit. The' maximum temperature rise of the
electronics devices on the PCBs shall be in limit for industrial grade components suitable for 85°G environment. In
case of exceeding limit, use of Mfl.-grade component shall be considered keeping ROSO informed.

x) Ra (Color Rendering Index) measurement test
The lumen is the unit of luminous flux, which is equal to the flux emitted in a solid angle of one Steradian by a

. uniform point source of one candela.
The initial reading of the chromaticity co-ordinates x & y shall be within 5 SDCM (Standards Deviation for Color
matching) fro In the standardized rated value as per Annex. 0 of IEC 60081 - 1997.
The initial reading of the general color -rendering index (Ra) shall not be less than the rated value decreased by 3.
The lumen maintenance of the lamp shall not be less than 80% of the initial lumen after 20000 burning hours and
70% of the initial lumen after 50000 hours. The initial lumen will be taken after 100 hours aging.
Photometric test shall be conducted as per annexure B of IEC 6008l-97.The lumen maintenance test shall be done
as per annexure C of [EC 60081-97.

xi) Lux measurement
Lu~ measurement with the help of Lux meter shall be done at a distance as shown ill para 5.8 above. Value
obtained shall not be less than the Lux specified in the table therein, , considering 10% Lumen is absorbed by the
reflector. I'
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